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Abstract
Existing decision–theoretic reasoning frameworks such
as decision networks use simple data structures and pro-
cesses. However, decisions are often made based on
complex data structures, such as social networks and
protein sequences, and rich processes involving those
structures. We present a framework for representing
decision problems with complex data structures using
probabilistic programming, allowing probabilistic mod-
els to be created with programming language constructs
such as data structures and control flow. We provide a
way to use arbitrary data types with minimal effort from
the user, and an approximate decision–making algo-
rithm that is effective even when the information space
is very large or infinite. Experimental results show our
algorithm working on problems with very large infor-
mation spaces.
Introduction
Suppose you are a medical practitioner deciding the appro-
priate dose of a medication to administer to a patient. You
have sequencing information about some protein in the pa-
tient; the protein is composed of DNA, which mutates at
variable rates. Higher dosages are more effective for patients
whose DNA mutates faster, but consequently also produce
more intense side effects.
This problem fits into the classical decision–theoretic
framework of decision–making based on partial state infor-
mation and the uncertainty of the results upon making the
actual decision. Indeed, it can be modeled naturally as a de-
cision network or influence diagram (Howard and Mathe-
son 1984; Howard and Matheson 2005), as shown in Fig. 1.
In this figure, ovals represent chance variables, the rectan-
gle represents a decision, and the diamonds represent util-
ity. The edge from the Protein Seq chance variable to the
Dosage decision indicates that information about the pro-
tein sequence is available to the decision–maker at the time
of making the dosage decision. Other edges indicate proba-
bilistic dependency, as in Bayesian networks.
Current decision network frameworks cannot handle our
problem. Current frameworks assume rudimentary data
structures such as discrete enumerated sets or continuous
variables, and the probabilistic relationships in the network
are typically expressed as simple relationships such as con-
ditional probability tables. In our problem, however, the pro-
tein and DNA sequence data structures are complex, as are
the processes by which proteins map to DNA and the rate
of DNA mutation. This presents two challenges: first, how
do we represent decision problems with complex data struc-
tures, and second, how do we reason with them to create a
policy that recommends the best decisions?
We address these challenges using probabilistic program-
ming, which provides the ability to create probabilistic mod-
els using programming language constructs such as data
structures and control flow. Probabilistic programming lan-
guages contain general purpose reasoning algorithms that
can reason on all models written in the language. Proba-
bilistic programming languages can naturally be extended
with constructs denoting decisions, similar to the way de-
cision networks extend Bayesian networks. By providing a
general–purpose decision–making algorithm, all the benefits
that probabilistic programming bestows upon standard prob-
abilistic models are obtained for decision–theoretic models.
In particular, we retain the ability to use complex data struc-
ture and processes with rich control flow, complete with
decision–making algorithms that use them. Indeed, we pro-
vide a way to use arbitrary data types in probabilistic mod-
els with minimum effort from the user. We extend the pub-
licly available Figaro language (Pfeffer 2012) to achieve this
decision–making functionality.
Using complex data types as inputs to a decision presents
a challenge because the space of possible inputs may be
large or even infinite, which makes it difficult to precompute
an optimal policy that specifies the best decision for every
possible input. One possible approach is to compute the op-
timal policy online when a particular input is encountered.
However, it may be too expensive to do this reasoning online
for every possible input, and it may be preferable to compute
a policy offline once and for all; indeed, computing a policy
offline is a standard approach for decision problems. Fur-
thermore, computing a policy online is not satisfactory when
there are multiple decisions made in sequence, because ear-
lier decisions depend on the policy of later decisions.
In the case of continuous inputs, a number of approxi-
mation approaches have been provided (Shenoy and West
2011; Moral, Rumı´, and Salmero´n 2001), but these are
not general–purpose solutions for arbitrary data types. We
provide a sampling–based nearest neighbor algorithm that
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Figure 1: A decision network for a drug dosage scenario.
works for all data types, provided a distance function is de-
fined for the type. Our algorithm is consistent such that in
the infinite limit, it produces optimal decisions. Experimen-
tal results show that our algorithm produces small loss on
several problems compared to alternative policies.
Decision-Theoretic Probabilistic Programming
Figaro Programming Language
Figaro is an open source, object–oriented, functional pro-
gramming language implemented as a library in Scala. In
Figaro, models are objects that define a stochastic or non–
stochastic process. This means that models can be manip-
ulated and operated on like traditional data structures, pro-
viding a natural means to create complex models that use
inheritance, encapsulation and polymorphism. Figaro sup-
ports many models, such as directed or undirected graphical
models, relational and recursive models, and open universe
models.
The basic unit in Figaro is the Element[V] class, pa-
rameterized by V, the output type of the element. At the
most basic level, an element is an atomic unit that out-
puts some value based on a random process. For example,
Geometric(0.9) is an Element[Int] that produces
an integer output according to a geometric process whose
parameter is 0.9.
In Figaro, elements can be passed to other elements as ar-
guments, and a program typically consists of some number
of element definitions. For example, a simple normal mix-
ture model could be implemented as
val n0 = Normal(0.0, 1.0)
val n1 = Normal(5.0, 2.0)
val mixProb = Flip(0.7)
val mixModel = If(mixProb, n0, n1)
Two key Figaro constructs that are essential to defining
control flow in models are Apply and Chain. Apply is
a Figaro class that takes an Element[T] and an arbitrary
Scala function from T → V, and creates an Element[V]
that represents the application of the input element to the
Scala function. Virtually any user–implemented or built–in
Scala function can be incorporated into a probabilistic model
using Apply, no matter how complex. For example, we
could incorporate a function computing the centrality of a
node in a social network model.
Meanwhile, Chain captures sequencing of a probabilis-
tic model by chaining the generation of one element with the
generation of a subsequent element that depends on the first
element. Chain takes a parent Element[T] and a func-
tion from T→ Element[V]. The value of a Chain is the
value of the Element[V] produced by the chain function.
In Bayesian network terms, a Chain’s first argument repre-
sents a distribution over the parent of a node, while the sec-
ond argument is essentially a conditional probability distri-
bution over the Chain’s output type given the parent. Using
Apply and Chain, many elements can be nested together,
allowing a user to quickly create complex conditional prob-
ability distributions.
Decision Data Structures in Figaro
In a decision network, a decision node is a variable with an
action space V (i.e., its type) and a parent variable of type T .
The parent variable represents the information available to
the decision–maker at the time of decision. To avoid incon-
sistency, we use the term policy, denoted by pi, to describe a
rule that tells the decision–maker what to do for any possible
value of the informational parent, while we use decision for
the decision recommended in response to a particular value.
Given a particular value t of the informational parent, the
optimal decision is
v∗ = argmax
v∈V
E[U |t, v]
where U =
∑
Ui, the summation of all utility nodes in the
network. Then the optimal policy for a decision node is sim-
ply
pi∗ = T → V |pi∗(t) = v∗ ∀ t ∈ T (1)
As Figaro is an open source, extensible language, we
build decision capabilities on top of existing Figaro data
structures, with no modifications to the underlying base Fi-
garo code. Since decision nodes represent the application
of a function, decision functionality should naturally uti-
lize Chain: A Decision[T,V] is an element that inher-
its from Chain that uses a parent element of type T and
generates a decision of type V. In addition, the Decision
element also takes the range of the decision as an argument.
For example, Fig. 2 shows a simple decision network with
continuous variables and the corresponding Figaro code.
The first line generates a continuous uniform variable called
pa, while the second line creates a gamma–distributed vari-
able named proc whose shape parameter is pa. Line 3 de-
fines a decision variable named dec, whose parent is pa,
and whose range is the list consisting of 0 and 1. We define
a function named fcn that takes an integer d and a double
Figure 2: A decision network with continuous parents.
p, and returns sin(p) if d is 1, and cos(p) otherwise.
Finally, we define a variable named util to be the result of
applying fcn to dec and proc.
In decision networks, the utility of an decision is repre-
sented by a special utility node. There is no need, however,
to define specialized elements to represent utilities; any vari-
able can be used as a utility variable. All that is needed is to
indicate to the reasoning algorithm which variables are util-
ity variables. Current algorithms include decision–theoretic
variants of variable elimination, importance sampling, and
Metropolis–Hastings, and are described in further detail in
the next section. To instantiate an algorithm for a single de-
cision, you pass it a list of utilities and the target decision,
e.g.,
val alg = DecisionImportance(List(util),dec)
alg.start()
alg.setPolicy(dec)
The first line creates the algorithm object, the second line
tells it to run and compute all the statistics necessary for
decision–making, while the third line computes the opti-
mal policy for the decision according to the collected statis-
tics. We can then call dec.getDecision(2.5) to deter-
mine the best decision when pa is 2.5. We can also run any
other standard non–decision inference algorithm to compute
expected utilities under this policy. For multiple sequen-
tial decisions, another set of algorithms is provided, such
as MultiDecisionImportance. To invoke these algo-
rithms, you provide a list of utilities and a list of decisions.
The previous example used a simple, though infinite, data
structure as a parent. Of course, the point of using proba-
bilistic programming is to allow complex data structures and
processes to be used. We now present two examples of this.
Drug Dosage Network One example which we previ-
ously described concerned the dosage of some medication
for a medical decision–maker. The corresponding Figaro
code for the network shown in Fig. 1 is:
val baseProt = ‘‘P--Y-’’
val protModel = Protein(baseProt)
val dnaModel = DNA(protModel)
val dnaMutate = Mutation(dnaModel, time, mtx)
val dnaToProt = Apply(dnaMutate, mapFcn)
val dose = Decision(protModel, (0,1,2))
val sideEffect = Flip(0.1)
val sideEffectUtil = Apply(sideEffect, dose, seFcn)
val drugUtil = Apply(protModel, dnaToProt, dose, workFcn)
Proteins are comprised of amino acids (AA), which define
the protein sequence. In line 1, the base sequence defines
a set of possible protein sequences; in this case, “P- -Y-”,
where a ’-’ means any of the twenty AAs. This is modeled
in the protModel class, which defines a distribution over
all possible sequences that can be generated from the base
sequence (line 2). A protein is actually composed of DNA,
but the mapping from proteins to DNA is a one–to–many
mapping. Hence, for any given protein, we have another
distribution over possible DNA sequences from the protein
(line 3). On line 4, we declare an instance of a Mutation
class, which contains elements that model the mutation of
DNA over time as a random walk (using a biologically in-
spired transition matrix). The Figaro code for the rich pro-
tein, DNA, and mutation models is not shown. On line 5, we
map the DNA back to a protein sequence using an Apply
element. On line 6, we define the decision over three possi-
ble dosage levels; zero, one or two. Finally, lines 7–9 define
the utility of the model; sideEffectUtil applies a neg-
ative utility depending upon the dose and side effects, and
drugUtil produces a positive utility if the drug was effec-
tive.
Social Network In another example of the flexibility and
expressiveness of our decision–making extensions, we im-
plement a decision network from the social network domain.
This scenario represents the decision process a company
might employ to decide to provide a free product to a user in
a social network, to induce her to share it with her friends.
In Figaro, the program can be written as:
val graphGen = dGraphGen(num, prob)
val rWalk = dGraphRWalk(graphGen, steps, restart)
val rWalkLength = Apply(rWalk, lengthFcn)
val freeProd = Decision(graphGen, (true,false))
val prodUtil = Apply(freeProd, rWalkLength, steps, fcn)
In line 1, the dGraphGen class models the generative
process of some users social network with a some number
of nodes and probability of edge creation (these parameters
could be Figaro elements as well). When a user is given
a free product, they share the product with some number
of other people, which can be modeled as a random walk
with restart over discrete time steps. This is represented by
the dGraphRWalk class, shown on line 2. It is more ad-
vantageous to the company if the user shares the product
with many people, hence we denote the length of the ran-
dom walk (distinct number of people) on line 3. The deci-
sion is invoked on line 4, where the company only observes
the user’s social network, but not the result of the random
walk process. Finally, on line 5, the utility of the company
is modeled in the function fcn as the number of distinct
people the user shares the product with, minus the cost of
the product. determine the best decision when only the users
social network is observed.
Extensions and Limitations Our representation is ca-
pable of modeling decision problems with multiple deci-
sions. For multiple decisions in sequence that obey the no–
forgetting assumption, backward induction (Shachter 1986)
can be used in conjunction with any single–decision algo-
rithm. We do not enforce no–forgetting automatically, be-
cause we allow representation of situations that do not sat-
isfy this assumption. As a result, our representation can
also represent Limited Memory Influence Diagrams (LIM-
IDs) (Lauritzen and Nilsson 2001), although we have not yet
implemented a LIMID reasoning algorithm.
There are two main restrictions on our representation of
decisions. In the declaration of Decision as shown above,
only a single informational parent node is supported when
instantiating decision objects. However, this is only a pro-
grammatic restriction and not a logical one, since the type
of the parent can be any tuple of values, and Figaro supports
elements over tuples. A more serious restriction is that the
range of the decision must currently be discrete and finite.
Support for general data types for decisions is an important
direction for future work.
Computing Decisions
Basic Framework
The goal of our inference algorithms is to compute a policy
offline that can be applied quickly online to determine the
decision for any parent. Ideally, this decision should be as
close as possible to optimal, as defined in Eq. 1. For many al-
gorithms, the process of computing a policy for a single de-
cision can be decomposed into two stages: computing statis-
tics E[U |v, t] for values v and t of the parent and decision,
respectively; and using these statistics to determine a policy
that takes a value for a parent and produces a decision.
The first step is a standard probabilistic inference
problem. We use Figaro’s existing inference algo-
rithms to compute expected utilities. For example, the
DecisionImportance algorithm presented earlier uses
Figaro’s importance sampling to compute these expected
utilities. Since these statistics may be produced by both
exact and sampling inference methods, all algorithms pro-
duce a common data structure ∆, representing a collection
of samples which maps pair (t, v) of decision and parent
values to a pair (u,w), where u is the utility observed
for this sample and w is the weight of the sample. This
method is general: When expected utilities are computed by
a non–sampling method (e.g., variable elimination), there
will be at most one sample for each (t, v) pair, while if the
sampling method is unweighted all weights will be one.
The next step is accomplished by creating a
DecisionPolicy (by calling setPolicy), which
is an algorithm for determining an optimal policy. The
simplest algorithm for optimal decision–making is the one
used by standard decision network frameworks with discrete
finite parent ranges. Given an enumerated set of parent
values t1, ..., tn, we can, for each parent value ti, choose the
v (i.e., decision value) that maximizes the expected utility.
Using ∆, the optimal policy is given by
pi∗(ti) = argmax
v∈V
∑
(u,w)∈∆(ti,v)
u ∗ w∑
(u,w)∈∆(ti,v)
w
This method assumes that all parent values can be enu-
merated; if not (due to an infinite or extremely large do-
main), the question arises of what to do when a parent value
for which we do not have any expected utilities is encoun-
tered. Solutions are available for continuous variables, such
as mixture of polynomials (Shenoy and West 2011), mix-
ture of exponentials (Moral, Rumı´, and Salmero´n 2001), or
Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms (Charnes and Shenoy
2004; Chen and Zhou 2010; Garcia-Sanchez and Druzdzel
2007). Many of these algorithms do not work with arbitrary
data structures as parents. The method proposed by Chen
and Zhou could in theory be adapted to work with parents of
arbitrary data structures; however, their method uses a pro-
cedure that iteratively samples utilities and updates the range
of optimal decisions until convergence. Hence, for each new
parent value, the complete sampling procedure must be run,
creating a significant bottleneck.
Previous probabilistic programming languages have also
had some decision–making capabilities, but they too do not
adequately address the problem of decision–making with
complex data structures. For example, IBAL (Pfeffer 2001)
used structured variable elimination to make decisions with
complex probabilistic processes, but the ranges of parents
were restricted to be finite and discrete. Church (Goodman
et al. 2008), meanwhile, treats decision–making as an infer-
ence problem (planning as inference) using their query func-
tion. However, Church algorithms amount to recomputing
the optimal decision for every value of the parents. They do
not provide a method for computing expected utility statis-
tics and then using them to compile an offline policy. As
a consequence, multiple decision networks are difficult to
model in Church, as nested queries must be manually en-
coded by the user and significant computation is wasted de-
termining optimal policies for multiple states of the network.
k–NN Algorithm
To handle decisions with these complex parent types, we
use an approximate DecisionPolicy that implements a
k–Nearest Neighbor (k–NN) algorithm to dynamically esti-
mate an approximately optimal policy as parent values are
observed. The k–NN algorithm has been widely used in
a number of domains such as search and retrieval (Rous-
sopoulos, Kelley, and Vincent 1995), classification (Cover
and Hart 1967) and estimation (Cover 1968). The algorithm
as implemented in Figaro is relatively simple. After a de-
cision sampling algorithm is complete, ∆ is stored in a
DecisionPolicyApprox object. When the decision is
queried, upon additional simulation or inference, we esti-
mate the optimal policy from data stored in ∆. First, we de-
fine a subset ∆vof ∆ for some v ∈ V as
∆v =
⋃
t∈T
∆(t, v), ∀ (t, v) ∈ ∆
Simply, this subset is just the set of all tuples in ∆ that con-
tain a sample from decision v (with any parent value). Then
the expected utility of decision v with parent value t is ap-
proximated as
Eˆ[U |t, v] =
∑
j F (tj) ·∆v(tj , v).u ·∆v(tj , v).w∑
j F (tj) ·∆v(tj , v).w
where the summations are over all entries in ∆v . F (tj)
is a function that weights the importance of each tj to t.
Note that these nearest neighbor weights are different than
∆v(·).w, which is the weight of each utility value from the
sampling algorithm.
We want to choose a weighting function F that is consis-
tent, i.e., that ensures that E[|Eˆ[U |t, v]−E[U |t, v]|]→ 0 as
n → ∞. For some t ∈ T of the parent element, let δ(t, t′),
t′ ∈ T, be some distance measure between t and t′. We de-
note δk as the distance between t and the kth closest tuple of
(t′, v) in ∆. Stone (1977) showed that if we set F (tj) = 1k
when δ(t, tj) ≤ δk, and zero otherwise, then F (tj) produces
a consistent set of weights. He also showed that a consistent
weighting function can be used to estimate an approximate
Bayes decision rule. Therefore, we can use the k–NN ap-
proach with confidence that it is a sound approximate rea-
soning algorithm for decision networks.
While our use of k–NN is conceptually very simple, two
significant issues arise when using it to reason with complex
data structures in a probabilistic programming framework.
First, the distance function, δ, must be defined for the parent
type T of the decision. To reduce programming overhead
and encourage re–use, we take advantage of several Scala
features to allow users to quickly incorporate their distance
functions into a decision network.
We add an interface to Figaro called the Distance[T]
interface. The interface consists of one function, defined as
trait Distance[T] {def distance(that: T): Double}
Internally, the k–NN algorithm calls distance to compute
nearest neighbors. Hence, any type T used as the parent type
in an approximate policy must extend Distance[T] and
define an implementation of the distance function. Default
class extensions of simple data types (Boolean, Int, Double)
that compute distance are provided, and using Scala’s im-
plicit conversion mechanism, no modifications are needed
by the user. Note that any user–defined distance must return
a Double value.
Furthermore, as parents of decisions may also be tuples,
Figaro also contains an interface to define distance between
tuples. The Tuple interface consists of a single function
call: reduce(List[Double]): Double, which takes
in a list of Double values and reduces it to a single value.
Using the Distance and Tuple interfaces, distance for
tuples is recursively computed for any combination of data
types. For example, the Tuple2 class is provided to com-
pute the L2 distance between tuples of two elements. It is
declared as
Tuple2[Distance[T1], Distance[T2]](t: (T1, T2))
extends Tuple with Distance[(T1, T2)] with L2Norm {
def distance(that: (T1, T2)) =
reduce(t._1.distance(that._1),t._2.distance(that._2)}
where L2Norm contains a declaration of reduce as the L2
norm. Note that distance between individual types is invoked
first, then reduce is applied. In this manner, a user can cre-
ate parent tuples of disparate data types; if Distance[T]
is defined for each type, then the distance between tuples is
implicitly computed with no effort on the part of the user.
These interfaces give the user a great amount of flexibility
to make decisions over arbitrary classes and data types; for
most models that use user–defined parent classes, extend-
ing the Distance[T] interface to the class and defining
distance is all that is needed to use approximate deci-
sion policies. For instance, consider the protein sequences
employed as the parent type in the dosage decision network.
The class definition looks like
class ProteinSeq(...) extends Distance[ProteinSeq] {
def distance(that: ProteinSeq) =
evolDistance(this, that, distMtx) }
where evolDistance computes the evolutionary distance
between proteins using the distance matrix distMtx (pro-
tein evolutionary distance is essentially an edit distance
computation).
The second issue relates to the design of the
DecisionPolicyApprox data structure that con-
tains the generated samples. Using k–NN to approximate
optimal policies can result in significant performance
degradation. If, after instantiating a decision network with
an approximate policy, the user wishes to further sample
the model, then a k–NN lookup must be performed for
each new parent sample generated. The ∆ data stored in
the DecisionPolicyApprox object may contain mil-
lions of previously generated decision samples, hence the
overhead of searching for nearest neighbors in such a large
data set could significantly slow down further simulation,
inference and reasoning on the model.
To ameliorate this bottleneck, the data in ∆ are stored in
an index to facilitate quick retrieval of nearest neighbors.
Two indexes are provided; a VP–tree index and a linear in-
dex. The linear index simply computes the distance between
a parent value and all samples stored in ∆, sorts them, and
returns the k closest samples. The VP–tree index is a metric
space partitioning index, similar to a k–d tree. Unlike a k–d
tree however, the VP–tree assumes nothing about the form
of the data it is indexing, and only needs a distance function
between two data points to properly operate. Hence, the VP–
tree index can be used for any user–defined data type with
no modifications needed by the user, provided the type ex-
tends the Distance[T] interface. Note that the VP–tree
index is a metric space tree, and therefore, only guarantees
retrieval of correct nearest neighbors for metric distances. It
will function for non–metric distances, though with no guar-
antees of correctness. Like Distance[T], a standard in-
terface for indexes is defined so that a user may implement
their own index and easily integrate it into Figaro.
Experiments
In this section, we perform several experiments that demon-
strate the performance of the k–NN approximate decision
algorithm. We first test the approximate decision algorithm
Figure 3: The expected loss (top) and k–NN lookup times
(bottom) on the basic model described in Fig. 2
on the simple decision network presented in Fig. 2. Although
continuous parents are not the main focus of our work and
other methods exist, the ability to handle continuous par-
ents is a basic test of our algorithm’s ability to handle infi-
nite parent spaces. The testing procedure is as follows. First,
the network was simulated using Metropolis–Hastings for
n iterations to generate the samples for ∆. Then, a num-
ber of testing samples were drawn from the pa element.
For each testing sample pai, the true E[U |pai, v = 0] and
E[U |pai, v = 1] were computed, as well as the k–NN ap-
proximate decision vˆ ∈ 0, 1. The utility loss of a decision
is measured by comparing the utility obtained by the k–NN
algorithm to the maximum utility obtained by an optimal
decision–maker who knows all the finalE[U |pai, v] for each
v. That is, it is simply
Loss(vˆ|pai) = |maxvE[U |pai, v]− E[U |pai, vˆ]|
The utility loss was recorded for each sample and averaged
over all test samples. We also compare the k–NN loss to the
loss that one would obtain if a “static” decision policy was
employed, i.e., the decision–maker chooses the same deci-
sion all the time. Any random method of choosing a decision
policy can do no better than the minimum loss achieved on
these “static” policies.
The expected loss for different values of k, with 100 test
samples, are shown in the top of Fig. 3. In the figure, n is
fixed at 50, 000 samples. As we increase k, the utility loss
from the approximate method steadily decreases, eventually
outperforming the static decisions when k ≥ 5. As can be
seen, even small values of k can easily approximate opti-
mal policies much better than random. In Table 1, we keep
Figure 4: The expected utility loss from the social network
model (top) and drug dosage model (bottom)
vˆ=k–NN vˆ = 0 vˆ = 1
k = 5 k = 15 k = 25
n = 500 0.023 0.030 0.038 0.079 0.046
n = 5000 0.024 0.014 0.014 0.079 0.046
n = 50000 0.020 0.012 0.010 0.079 0.046
Table 1: Expected loss when n is varied from 500 to 50, 000,
for three values of k. Note that the loss of vˆ = 0 and vˆ = 1
are constant as they do not depend on k or n.
k constant at 5, 15 and 25, and test our method on three val-
ues of n; 500, 5, 000 and 50, 000 (over 10 experiments with
50 test samples each). Not surprisingly, when n is small,
k = 5 has the lowest expected loss; higher values of k are
using too many nearest neighbors for such a small sample
size. As n increases, larger k’s can take advantage of the in-
creased sample data to make better decisions, though even-
tually there are diminishing returns.
We also demonstrate that the performance of the k–NN
method scales very well, as seen in the bottom of Fig. 3. In
this test, k is kept constant at 100, and 5, 000 queries for the
approximate decision are performed using both linear and
VP–tree indexes. As n increases, the k–NN retrieval time
using the VP–tree scales extremely well, and is orders of
magnitude beyond the linear index. This demonstrates the
feasibility of the approximate method even with large sets
of decision samples.
To test the flexibility and expressiveness of decision–
making in Figaro with complex parents, we experiment on
both the social network and drug dosage examples as pre-
viously presented. Results for the social network model are
shown in the top of Fig. 4, while the results for the drug
dosage model are shown in the bottom of Fig. 4. The ap-
proximate decision–making policy clearly has much lower
utility loss than a “static” decision–making policy.
Conclusion
In this work, we presented a novel probabilistic program-
ming paradigm to represent and reason on decision net-
works that utilize complex information and processes. As
models can be constructed that reason over arbitrary and
user–defined data types, we approximate optimal decision–
making policies using a k–NN algorithm. These decision–
making capabilities are easy to use, and allow a user to op-
timize decisions over complex data types with little effort.
We demonstrated that the k–NN method can accurately ap-
proximate optimal policies with little performance overhead.
Our work opens the door to new applications of automated
decision–theoretic reasoning.
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